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Item 2   Wider South East (WSE) Political Steering Group 
12 October 2016, 14:00 – 16:30, Local Government Association, Smith Square, London 

DRAFT Meeting Notes 

 
ATTENDANCE  
 
East of England  

Name  Responsibility  Council Group   

Cllr Linda Haysey  
 

Leader  East Hertfordshire DC  Con 

Cllr James Jamieson Leader  Central Bedfordshire C Con 
 

Cllr David Finch Leader  Essex CC Con 

Cllr Roy Davis Leader’s 
Representative 

Luton BC  Lab 

Mayor Dave Hodgson  
 

Leader  Bedford BC  Lib Dem  
 

Cllr Aidan Van De Weyer Elected member  South Cambridgeshire 
District Council 

Lib Dem  

 
South East  

Name  Responsibility  Council Group   

Cllr Howard Mordue  Cabinet Member  Aylesbury Vale DC Con 

Cllr Nicolas Heslop  SEEC Chairman and 
Leader  

Tonbridge & Malling 
BC 

Con 

Cllr Peter Martin Deputy Leader Surrey CC Con 

Cllr Paul Bettison Leader Bracknell Forest C Con 

 
London  

Name  Responsibility  Council Group   

Jules Pipe Deputy Mayor of 
London for Planning 

Greater London 
Authority  

Lab  

 
Officers  

Name Responsibility  Organisation  

John Wood  Lead Chief Executive  Hertfordshire County Council  

Richard Hatter  Chairman of the East of England Officer 
Working Group   

Thurrock Council  

Cinar Altun  Policy and Secretariat Manager  East of England LGA  

Heather Bolton  Director  South East England Councils  

Nick Woolfenden  Head of Policy Co-ordination South East England Councils 

Katharina Winbeck  Head of Transport, Environment and 
Infrastructure Policy  

London Councils  

John Lett Strategic Planning Manager  Greater London Authority  

Jorn Peters  Senior Strategic Planner  Greater London Authority  

David Jowsey  Transport for London 
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Introductions 
 

1.1. Nicolas Heslop, Chair of the meeting, welcomed Jules Pipe, Deputy Mayor of London for 
Planning, as new member of the Group. Apologies had been received from Cllr Tony Page and 
Cllr Carole Paternoster (all South East), as well as Cllr Darren Rodwell, Cllr Kevin Davis and Cllr 
Stephen Alambritis (all London). 

 
2. Notes of previous meeting  

 
2.1. The notes of the previous meeting dated 18 July 2016 (circulated previously) were approved.  

 
3. Update on London Plan Review/Consultation 

 
3.1. John Lett provided provide a verbal update on the ‘Towards’ consultation (covering all Mayoral 

Strategies) expected to start later in October and a brief initial overview of potential key 
components of a strengthened Wider South East (WSE) policy in the new London Plan. See 
slides attached as Annex A. 
  

3.2. Group members welcomed this wider collaboration opportunity beyond just bi-lateral 
engagement with neighbouring authorities. It was highlighted that members should be honest 
and clear about issues where there was scope for agreement and where not. It would be 
important to identify win-win solutions for all, not just for London’s challenges. 
 

3.3. John Lett indicated that more weight would be put on strategic corridors (most of them have a 
long history) and related infrastructure investment to address the needs of a growing 
population. The need for further engagement and the importance to focus on alleviating 
current acute congestion was highlighted in the subsequent discussion.  
 

3.4. John Lett also raised the idea of the potential re-location of industrial land. However, parts of 
the WSE outside London had their own ambitions with regards to high quality as opposed to 
traditional industrial employment growth. So, the question of the potential re-location of office 
space was raised. The cost of moving employees and related impacts on housing need would 
also have to be considered. It was clarified that a significant shift of large industrial estates out 
of London was not expected, but that some industry-housing trade-offs may be inevitable in 
terms of land availability/growth options in London.  
 

3.5. Members also reiterated their concerns about the Mayor’s position on London’s Green Belt ie. 
not considering review to meet housing need, like councils outside London have to. In response 
it was noted that London has on average 10 times more households per ha Green Belt than the 
East and South East of England.  

 
3.6. Jules Pipe briefly introduced – as requested in particular by South East Members – the Mayor’s 

‘Homes for Londoners’ initiative. At its heart will be a new governance board, chaired by the 
Mayor. 

 
3.7. ACTION: Further engagement on the London Plan review through the next Officer Working 

Group meeting and with members at the December WSE Summit and future PSGs, as well as 
the ‘Towards’ consultation and related events in October/November (invitations to be sent 
by GLA to East and SE).   

 
4. Tackling Barriers to Housing Delivery  

 
4.1. Nick Woolfenden provided verbal update on the joint letter to Government (circulated 

previously). A formal response was expected shortly. Members were asked to consider who 
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would represent the WSE at a potential meeting with the Minister (up to two political 
representatives per region, plus one supporting officer). It was noted that substantial changes 
to Government’s housing policy are expected in the near future through the forthcoming White 
Paper. 
 

4.2. ACTION: SEEC to lead on the arrangements for potential meeting with the Minister.  
 

5. Strategic Infrastructure Improvements  
 

5.1. Jorn Peters presented an overview of identified strategic infrastructure improvement areas 
(identified by the three regions on the basis of previously agreed principles) with the aim to 
explore the phasing of joint lobbying for investment in these areas. Initial criteria to inform the 
phasing of schemes were also presented (papers circulated previously, presentation slides 
attached as Annex A).  
 

5.2. Members endorsed the 13 infrastructure areas in principle as appropriate to focus initial 
lobbying activities on. It was accepted that further work on cost-benefits may be needed. 
However, it would be ineffective to repeat detailed research work on making the case for 
several of these schemes that had already been done. Instead, it would be important to 
consider the level of information that is required to understand how WSE strategic lobbying 
could add value to the work of leading partners. Cllr Finch, Leader of Essex County Council also 
offered assistance from the councils’ public affairs team to support influencing work.  
 

5.3. ACTION: Officers discuss jointly the way forward and prepare a lobbying programme for all 13 
areas. List of 13 initial schemes to be presented to the December WSE Summit for member 
endorsement. 

 
6. Common Understanding of the Evidence  

 
6.1. Richard Hatter presented activities by the GLA and the East of England LGA on the common 

understanding of technical evidence (paper presented previously and slides attached at Annex 
A). 

 
6.2. Some members indicated their support for the GLA’s emerging demographic model / 

projections in the longer-term but concerns were again raised about the potential of short-term 
disruption of Local Plans close to the Examination stage and therefore the timing for release of 
the projections. It was clarified that the emerging independent validation of the projections 
would assess the ‘maths’ (methodology) of the model but not the assumptions e.g. on 
migration trends.  
 

6.3. Richard Hatter then referred to the potential commissioning of joint research including on 
migration that could also assist with the preparation/interpretation of the GLA projection 
outputs for authorities outside London. Some Members stated that demographic data is 
changing all the time and that therefore the GLA projection results would inevitably be different 
from currently available data. The uncertainty of Brexit impact on migration patterns was also 
raised. 

 
6.4. ACTION: The validation will be presented to the next Officer Working Group meeting in 

November and subsequently potentially to the Technical (officer) Working Group meeting. 
The results would then be reported back to the next Political Steering Group meeting in 
March 2017, and the projection results would not be released before that.  
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7. Preparations for WSE Summit on 9 December  

 
7.1. Nick Woolfenden introduced the draft Summit agenda (circulated previously). A workshop 

about the London Plan review and in particular policies that are of relevance for the WSE would 
be at the centre of the event. Members were keen on a more interactive format, and possible 
questions suggested covered housing need, economic development and Brexit. 
 

7.2. Representatives from outside London were very keen for the Mayor to attend, but he is not 
available for the identified date. However, postponing event to spring 2017 was not considered 
favourable. 

 

7.3. ACTION: SEEC to lead refining the agenda in the light of comments by Members. Jules Pipe to 
raise members’ keenness to meet  the Mayor with him. 

 
8. WSE Communications Principles  

 
8.1. Cinar Altun presented broad standardised communication principles – presentation slides 

attached as Annex A. These included thinking about how to publicise key WSE actions eg.  the 
recent Barriers to Housing Delivery letter. A quick/timely agreement procedure between the 
Lead representatives from the East, South East and London should be at its centre, including for 
joint letters. 

 
8.2. ACTION: EELGA to consider publicity options re Barriers to Housing Delivery. 

 
9. Next Steps  
 
9.1. Cllr Nicolas Heslop summarised the key decisions and actions (see above) 

 
9.2. ACTION: GLA officers to schedule meeting dates for 2017 in liaison with East and South East, 

reflecting 2016’s timing of meetings. 
 
 

*** 
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Full London Plan Review 

Indicative timetable: 

• High-level consultation: Autumn 2016 

• Consultation on full draft: Autumn 2017 

• Examination in Public: Summer 2018 

• Adoption: Autumn 2019 

 



Towards new Wider South East policy 

 Wider South East collaboration arrangements  
 Statutory Duty to Cooperate 

 Consistency of technical evidence  
 Solutions for common strategic concerns - barriers to 

housing delivery, skills training , devo of rail franchising, etc 

 Promoting development on strategic corridors with partners 
for growth, and consider reflecting this in an expanded Key 
Diagram and individual Memoranda of Understanding 

 Investing in strategic infrastructure  
 Investigating opportunities for re-location of industrial / 

logistics uses from London into locations outside 

 ‘Regional narrative’  
underpinning the above  

 



 
Item 5 – Strategic Infrastructure 

Improvements 
 Political Steering Group 
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Long list of areas/schemes 
1. East West Rail and new road link (Oxford -

Cambridge) 

2. North Downs Rail Link (Gatwick – Reading) 

3. A27/M27/A259 and rail corridor (Dover – 
Southampton) 

4. West Anglia Mainline and Crossrail 2 North 
(London – Stansted-Cambridge-Peterborough) 

5. Great Eastern Mainline (London – Ipswich – 
Norwich) 

6. Thames Gateway Essex: C2C and Crossrail 2 – 
Eastern Branch (London – South Essex / London 
Gateway Port) 

7. Thames Gateway Kent: Crossrail 1 extension East 
and HS1 route (London – North Kent – Channel 
Tunnel) 

8. Lower Thames Crossing 

9. Brighton Mainline (London – Gatwick – Brighton) 

10. South West Mainline and Crossrail 2 South West 
(London – Surrey / southern access to Heathrow) 

11. Great Western Mainline (London – Reading / 
western access to Heathrow) 

12. Midlands and West Coast Mainline (London – 
Luton – Bedford / Milton Keynes) 

 



Categorisation – Project Status 

• Identifying the issue 

• Pre-feasibility (options) 

• Feasibility (cost & benefits) 

• Business case (detailed) 

• Implementation 

 

 



Lobbying Assessment 

• Key schemes within these corridors 

• Status of these schemes  

• Lobbying Intensity is roughly where within each 
stage of the scheme development process  

• Potential lobbying action 

• Potential delivery timetable 

• Indicative headline benefits  

(including homes/jobs) 

 further work cost/benefits… 
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GLA Demographic Model 

• GLA’s latest model has capability to provide 
consistent data across the WSE 

• ONS recommended experts at Southampton 
University to validate the model 

• Validation report will be presented to Officer 
Working Group in November 
 

 

• Opportunity for  

    joint research… 
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WSE Communications 
 
Why discuss communications now?  

The WSE PSG was formed as a means to “address high-level, cross-
boundary planning and investment issues facing the area which 
are of wider importance than those addressed by existing 
partnerships and organisations”  

 

As the work of the WSE collaboration programme gains 
momentum and begins to grow it is important that there is 
agreement on how joint messages are agreed and how we 
communicate with our member councils and wider stakeholders, 
to harness the collective strength and influence of the WSE.  

 

 

 



The role of the WSE PSG  

The ToR state that the role of the WSE PSG includes:  

• Overseeing an effective engagement network to underpin 
communication between the bodies and members 
involved to ensure progress on agreed actions is made 
between meetings, and in particular ; it is also important 
to provide regular updates for all WSE Leaders’; and  

• Using the collective influence of the Political Steering 
Group to further joint strategic goals with Government 
and other stakeholders.  

 

 



Aims and benefits  

What are the aims?  

• To ensure awareness and understanding amongst primary stakeholders is high 
and effective buy-in is maintained 

• To raise the profile and visibility of the WSE collaboration effort 

• To respond appropriately to emerging challenges relevant to the priority issues 
in a timely and effective manner   

• To strengthen the voice and influence of the WSE as a whole.   

• Joint outcomes realised and delays avoided.  

What are the benefits? 

• Better and timely communication between WSE partners  

• Enables the WSE PSG to act collectively, and thereby achieve stronger political 
leadership and influence  

• More efficient processes for agreeing joint tasks, such as letters and press 
releases  

• Better use of limited member and officer time 



Discussion Points  

How best can the WSE PSG maximise its influence and effectiveness? What is 
the scale of ambition?  

Is there a need to agree common messages for use in external 
communications?  

What will best assist the WSE PSG to act collectively? A set of high level 
communications principles or WSE communications strategy/protocol? 
 

Should roles and responsibilities be identified which will form the basis of a 
communications strategy/protocol? Is there a need for spokespeople or lead 
members?  

 
How can we be more responsive and efficient when approving joint messages, 
such as letters and press releases?  

NEXT 
STEPS?  



Meeting schedule 
 

• 9 November 2016 Officer Working Group 
 

• 9 December 2016 Summit 
 

• February 2017  Officer Working Group 
 

• March 2017  Political Steering Group 
 

 

 



Further Details… 

New website – hosted by GLA: 
http://www.london.gov.uk/about-
us/organisations-we-work/policy-and-
infrastructure-collaboration-across-wider-
south-east 
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